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• Medical Error

Failure of a planned action to be completed as 

intended

Use of a wrong plan to achieve an aim.

• Adverse Event

Injury that results from medical care

Not a part of the natural disease process

• Errors can include problems in practice, 

product, procedures and systems.

*Definition



*Note: violation

A deliberate deviation from an 

accepted protocol or standard 

of care 



•

• One definition of “human error” 

is “human nature”.

Human factors principles 

remind us



*Error and outcome

•error and outcome are not inextricably 
linked: 

• harm can befall a patient in the form of 
a complication of care without an error 
having occurred

• many errors occur that have no 
consequence for the patient as they are 
recognized before harm occurs 



Non-Preventable

adverse events

Potential 

adverse events

Near Misses

Medical Error

Adverse Events

(complications)

*Errors and Adverse Events

Negligent 

adverse events



*How Big is the Problem?

➢3-38% of hospitalized patients affected by 
iatrogenic injury or illness

➢44,000-98,000 hospital deaths/year (IOM)

➢2-35% of hospitalized patients suffer 
adverse drug events (average 7%)

➢>7,000 ADE deaths/year

➢2 million nosocomial infections/year



اشتباه در تشخیص

خطاهای
پزشکی

خطای انسانی

خطای سیستمی

ثبت

تجویز

تشخیص

درمان

فقدان تشخیص

تاخیر در تشخیص

استفاده نامناسب از فن 
آوری دارو تجهیزات  روشها

مسیر اشتباه  بالینی

دارو یا تست یا ابزار 
بالینی اشتباه

دوز نامناسب 
بیش از حد  کمتر از حد

ارزیابی و پایش 
نامناسب بیمار

روابط و هماهنگی

خطای مدیریتی سازمانی
فرآیند/ساختار

تکنیکی/ خطای  تکنولوژی







• Disclosure of medical error

1. “Communication of a health care provider and a patient, 
family members, or the patient’s proxy that acknowledges the 
occurrence of an error, discusses what happened, and 
describes the link between the error and outcomes in a 
manner that is meaningful to the patient.

”Fein et al.: Journal of General Internal Medicine, March, 2007: 755-761

2.        Disclosure of medical error is not a single 
conversation; rather, it needs to occur over time, in a 
series of conversations.

Straumanis, 2007

*Definition



*



*Ethics of Disclosure

*Informed Consent

*Conveys important info to patients

* Required for informed medical decision 
making

*Truth Telling

*Ethical premise that telling the truth is 
paramount even when data is not required 

for medical decision making

* Demonstrates respect for patient 

*as a person and partner in care/ health



*Ethics of Disclosure

*Honors physician’s commitment to act

solely in the patients best interest

*Maintains trust between patient and 

physician

*Adheres to principle of justice

*Patients should be able to seek 

appropriate restitution or recompense



*Ethics of Disclosure

Full and Honest Disclosure

*Allows for Correction of Error

*Maintains Mutual Trust

*Respects Pt’s Self Determination

*Meets our Personal Standards

“Honesty the Best Policy”



*Harvard framework

* preparing

* initiating conversation

* presenting the facts

* actively listening

* acknowledging what you have heard

* responding to any questions

* concluding the conversation

* documentation



*Why are 

Physicians Reluctant to 

Disclose Errors?  

Or Adverse Outcomes?



*Traditional Approach

“We have been trained to feel that if we 
were just alert enough, smart enough, 
and dedicated enough, we should have 
been able to overcome whatever 
[ergonomic] impediments we 

encountered.”

Wears RL, & Perry SJ. Human factors and ergonomics in the emergency 
department. Ann Emerg Med. 2002 Aug;40:206-212



*Barriers to Disclosure

*Expectations

*Medical profession should be infallible 

*Fear

*Loss of reputation, status

*Limiting professional advancement

*Loss of authority

*Litigation

*Uncertainty

*What do the patients want??



*Barriers to Disclosure

Reasons Doctors Do Not Disclose

*uncertain if “event is an error”

*has “No useful purpose”

* patients’ pain and suffering

* patients’ confidence in MD & system 

*patients will avoid future care

*fear of litigation

*difficult to admit 

*“I made a Mistake”

*“no one taught us how”

Rosner F, et al. Disclosure and prevention of 

medical errors.  Arch Int Med. 2000;160:2089-

92.



*What does this mean for 

our practices?

1. We will all commit errors & cause 

adverse events

2. Many of our patients will have already 

experienced a medical error

Blendon et al. NEJM 2002 347(24)



*The blame culture

•blame culture in health care

•Why do we blame?

•person approach

•systems approach



“We can’t change 
the human 
condition, but we 
can change the 
conditions under 
which humans 
work”.

Prof James Reason

*System or person……?



*“Culture of Silence”

We fear:

•embarrassment 

•loss of clinical 

reputation

•denied opportunities    

to advance 

•weakened authority

We feel:

•loss of self esteem 

•shame 

•guilt 

•fear

Origins in Survival Value



*Why Do People Sue Doctors?

*Greed?  A chance to hit the jackpot?

*Major motivators 

“the A list”
*feeling Abandoned

*lack of Answers & information

*lack of Accountability

*lack of Apology 

People don't expect doctors to be perfect, but 
they want them to be honest and forthcoming, 
especially when mistakes happen. 



*“Our Current Medical Culture” 

Silence, Shame, & Blame

Undesirable Results 

•Errors are not disclosed 

•Patients

•Other providers

•Attending physicians

•Limits feedback on performance 

•Limits systems and safety improvements

•System-wide attribution error 

•Assigning blame to individuals not to the system

•May actually increase our risk for litigation



✓One-third to two-thirds of errors are not disclosed.

Blendon et al., NEJM 2002; Gallagher, JAMA 2009

✓Even when disclosure happens, it often does not meet 

patient expectations.

Gallagher et al., JAMA 2003; Kaldijian et al., JGIM 

2007; Gallagher, JAMA 2009

✓Clinicians often lack adequate disclosure training.

Wu et al., JAMA 1991; White et al., Acad Med 2008; 

Bell et al., Acad Med 2010; Liao et al., Acad Med 2014

*How Are We Doing?



✓Remember disclosure is a process not an event.

✓Explain what happened (facts as known).

✓Describe implications for patient, treatment plan.

✓Offer genuine expression of regret/apology.

✓Plan for investigation/analysis.

✓Discuss how recurrences will be prevented.

✓Establish contact, supports, follow up.

✓Organizational leadership is key.

*Strategies for Disclosure: 

Guidelines and Framework



*Culture: a workable definition 

(Reason)

➢Shared values (what is important) and

➢beliefs (how things work) that interact

➢with an organization’s structure and 

➢control systems to produce behavioural

➢norms (the way we do things around 
here)



*Root cause analysis

Established by the US Department of 

Veterans Affairs 

National Center for Patient Safety

http://www.va.gov/NCPS/curriculum/RCA/
index.html

http://www.va.gov/NCPS/curriculum/RCA/index.html


*RCA model

a rigorous, confidential approach to 
answering:

What happened? 

Why did it happen? 

What are we going to do to prevent it 
from happening again? 

How will we know that our actions 
improved     patient safety? 



*RCA model

➢focuses on prevention, not blame or punishment

➢focuses on system level vulnerabilities rather 

than individual performance

➢communication           - environment/equipment

➢training                       - rules/policies/procedures

➢fatigue/scheduling     - barriers



*Personal error 

reduction strategies

✓know yourself 

✓eat well, sleep well, look after 
yourself …

✓know your environment

✓know your task

✓preparation and planning

✓“What if  …?”

✓build “checks” into your routine

✓Ask if you don’t know!



Empathy

Goal

Recognizing & 
Acknowledging a 
Patients Emotion

Outcome

Identify how 
emotions are 

expressed 

Understand our   
response to these 

expressions of 
emotion



*Mental preparedness

➢assume that errors can and will occur

➢identify those circumstances most likely 
to breed error

➢have contingencies in place to cope with 
problems, interruptions and distractions

➢mentally rehearse complex procedures 

Reason



*Summary

➢medical error is a complex issue, but 

error itself is an inevitable part of the 

human condition

➢learning from error is more productive if 

it is considered at an organizational level

➢root cause analysis is a highly structured 

system approach to incident analysis 



*How do you feel about it?

Do you consider an error in care a personal 
failure as a physician?

How will you deal with this topic in your 
practice?



*“Life is short, the art 

long, experience 

treacherous, judgment 

difficult”

Hippocrates


